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The plant was in the process of heating up with Reactor power equal
to 2%. Reactor Protection System (RPS) Channel "Bl" and "B2" were
administrative 1y in the tripped condition due to inoperable
instrumentation. The event occurred when RPS Channels "Al" and
"A2" tripped due to a hi trip output of Average Power Range Monitor
(APRM) Channel "E". This resulted in a full Reactor scram. All
equipment actuated and performed as designed. The plant was placed

|
in the shutdown condition and a post trip review was completed.

| The root cause of the event was a momentary upscale spike of a LPRM
input to APRM Channel "E" of unknown origin. No corrective action

| is warranted since the event has not recurred and an investigation
of the equipment could not determine a malfunction.i
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PLANT AbiD SYSTEM IDENTIFICATIOR

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
Neutron Monitoring System (EIIS Designator: IG)

INDETIFICATION 2 DOCURRENCE

ReactorScramSignalOriginatingFron!hkNeutronMonitoringSystem
(NMS)
Event Date: 7/4/86
Event Time: 1328
This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 86-114.

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2. Reactor power equal to 2%.
Heatup to approximately 300 degrees F in accordance with the power
ascension program in progress. Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Channels "B1" and "B2" administratively in the tripped' condition
due to inoperative RPS instrumentation. -

'~

DESCRIPTION 2 QCCURRENCE

A RPS Channel "Al" and "A2" trip occurred from Average Power Range
Monitor (APRM) Channel "E" due to a momentary upscale spike of
Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) IC-24-57. Since Channels "Bl" and
"B2" were already in the tripped condition, a full Reactor scram
occurred. The plant was placed in a shttdown condition and
Operations performed the procedure for Post Reactor Scram / ECCS
Actuation Review. All equipment actuated and performed as designed.
An investigation of APRM Channel "E" by the I&C Department was
performed and the LPRM was placed in the bypass position. The
Reactor was restarted the following day,

i
ANALYSIS E OCCURRENCE

| RPS Channel "Bl" and "B2" trip existed prior to the event to comply
I with the action statement in Technical Specifications that applies

to inoperable RPS instrumentation. "B" Channel Reactor Vessel water
level - low, Level 3 trip unit had been declared inoperable
following unsatisfactory completion of a channel check. The "B"
MSL Radiation Monitor had also been declared inoperable due to an
inoperative trip. With half of the scram logic satisfied, any
single trip of a Channel "A" RPS instrument results in a full
Reactor scram.
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ANALYSIS DE OCCURRENCE (CON'Tl

APRMs utilize LPRMs as inputs to derive an indication of Reactor
Core average power. A deviation of a LPRM input to the associated
APRM will result in a deviation in the indication of that APRM. In
addition, since the APRM gain adjustment factors are set to a
conservative value (>1.0) as required by the power ascension
program, any deviation of a specific LPRM signal is magnified in
the APRM electronics. Thus, a relatively small upscale deflection
of a LPRM can produce an upscale indication on the associated APRM
which exceeds the hi trip point of 15% in the Startup Mode.

Investigation by I&C revealed that the flux amplifier card, the
gain adjustment card, and the pcwer supply were satisfactory for
LPRM 1C-24-57 and APRM "E". Additionally, all wiring and
connections were ex?. mined and found to be in good condition. The
indications for the LPRM and APRM were observed periodicalJy over
the next eight hours after the event and no deviations were noted.
The LPRM was administratively placed in the bypass condition as
allowed by Technical Specifications, and APPM Channel "E" wac;

declared operable.

The root cause of the event was a momentary upscale r. pike on LPRM
1C-24-57 of unknown origin. The public health and safety was not
compromised by this event. This LER is being submitted pursuant to
10CRF50.73 (a) (2 ) (iv) .

CORRECTIVE ACTION

| The I&C Department has determined that the spike of the LPRM was
spurious and of unknown origin. During the investigation, the
event did not recur and no equipment malfunction could be
determined. No corrective action is warranted.

.

Sincerely yours,

i UYw _

. S. Salvesen
General Manager
Hope Creek Generating Station
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SORC Mtg. 86-175
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July 25, 1986

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354
UNIT NO. 1
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 86-035-00

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirements of 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .

Sincerely yours,

/
| R. S. Salvesen

General Manager
Hope Creek Operations
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